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EDATION. IN

A. problem in C.U!.,..ura! ltegration

INTRODUCTION:

The last seven years in Mexico have been distinguished by a

revitalizatlon of educational activity such as few countries of the world

have. had the good fortune t experience. In a series of studies made some

months ago I attempted to set forth the most important and original de-

velopments in this educational renaissance. (See: Educational Studies,

Series I, Noa. I to 7) For the most part, however, my previous reports

have been informational in character and only slight attention has been

paid to the more, fundamental (and albeit, more theoretical) aspects of

tha question. With a view, therefore, to rounding out and completing

the survey and of bringing the whole matter up to date, I have thou.t

it appropriate to present in somewhat greater detail those uuderlying

vironmental, social, and economic forces and factors which have created

the problem of education in Mexico. It is obvious that the only basis

for fruitful and intelligent educational planuing in Mexico or in any

other country is a thorough and conlete understanding of the social mi-

lieu.

The question before us, then, is: Specifically and concretely

what is there in the past history and the present situation of Mexico

which makes us constantly refer to education as a "problem’"? Is this

"problem" &ifferent from that to be found in other countries? and, if

so, wherein and for what reasons does this difference arise? In a word,

what is. the problem of exican education?



A an introduction to wht is to follow in this study and as

a text and general summary of the. dt hich I am about to present, I

can find no better passage t the following from a book recently pub-

lished by Ernest Gruening:

"An appreciation of exioo needs above, revision of our con-

cepts of time aud of the changes that a given unit of time, such

century, is expected to wok in the development of what we my call

’rogress’ or ’eiviliz,tion’. This attitude is especially difficult

for Amsricaus of this generation who live. during the most rapid traus-

formation the world hs ever known To.understand Mexico one must

think in terms of other centuries as well as of tnl. Oe must realize

that its anachronisms introduce factors virtually umknown to us in the

Uted Sttes of this dy.

"nMexico we deal not mer.ly with many races but with mauy

epochs, with mny stages of human progress, and merely to assert or s-

sent to this proposition falls far short of driving home its full sig-

nificance, Ve arn, in fine, that mrv of Mexico’s troub!S are rooted

in a past which in point of years seems very distaut, but in fact is

treme!y recent nd often merges into the present. m exico, society

tha inpart is primitive, ud vryingly represents successive, stages of

the ’advancement through which other poples of the world have, lssed, is

invaded by modern industrialism and mny modern social theories.

" imitive religion, Pretoriau rmy, mediaeval church,

hndicraft folkwys into which twentieth century mchnism hs intruded,

trib, highly educated and modernly cultivated minority all these.
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are found tody in Mexico. time element is the. transoendent factor

nthe un_..dors.tndin of that country. ’

e above quoted passage serves very well to answer in a gen-

oral way h questions which hve been raised in this study. Bin.t, as it

author stateS simply to assent to the general proposition that in xioo

we are dealing wlth ny race,s, many epochs, and many oultures, falls far

short o an equate realization of the signifl.cauce of such a statement.

Indeed, to give adequmte meaning to this proposition would require nothing

less than a vho!e shelf of books on Mexican life and culture. Uforturte-

ly this shelf of books has not yet been written. Sbme information, however,

is available and for the present it will be adequate for our purposes to

throw such additional light as we my on the question by a judicious seleo-

tion of illustr.tions and examples of the cultures and epochs which do t the

present time co-exist within the confines of wht lpears on the mp s

’exiGo".

!li!itercy.as__an !n_dsX,._tO .t,,h__Problem of ..uc_a_tion in .CO_

B.fore seeking to sketch in picture of the environmental, racil,

and cultura heterogeneity of tho exican nation, let us consider briefly

the question of illiteracy.

1921 census gives the total population of M.sxico as 14,334,780.

this number 6,879,348, or 65,2T.per cent. of the populatiom above, ten

years of age cannot read or write. In terms of racial groups the. fies
2,

are as follows:
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Toal Number
bve I0. ears

llliterae

Pur inligenous (!nlian)
In!ignous mixed with whit (Mes t izo)

Rac
Foreiers

Total

3,050,552 2,424,895
6,301,280 3,962.242
1,047,521 447,009

130 500 23,186
91.887

In:.several states the percentage of illiteracy of the, population above

ten years of age rises as :gh as 80 per cent. and even in the Federal

Di,srict the percentage is 24.09.

Possibly in the last few years of increased educational activi-

ty on the part of the federal and state, governments the percentage of il-

literacy in the whole population has been somewhat reduced. Also, it

should be, noted that in a predominautly agricultural country whe:re life

is reltively simple ths ability to read and write my not be as important

as it is in a highly complicated industrialized, civilization. Bu even

so, from the ipoint of view of modern standards in such matters, the situa-

tion revealed by these statistics is about as bad as could well be imagin-

In :the narrower sense, then, the problem of education in Mexico

is that Of teaching something over two-thirds of the people to read and

write the Spauish language. Such a statement of the mtter as this. how-

ever, co.its the logical and factual error of over-simplification and is,

therefors, entirely misleading. The sting out of illiteracy is the

easiest art of the task which confronts the Mexican nation. The real job



to be accomplished I one of far greater magnitude, it is a job of eco-

nomic and social engineering and consists, on the one hand, of nothing less

than raising the standard of living of practically a whole people from a

level of miserable auimal subsistence- a standard of iving always below

the line of comfort, decency and good health and often bordering on sta.rv-

rich; and, on the other hnd, of_the cultural integration of a nation now

made up of races and groups separated by "abysmal differences in thought and

feel ing."

Cultural Heterogen!tyin !exicq.

l:,utting aside for the moment the question of the part that must

be played by education in the economic habilit&tn of the Nexican people,

let us turn our attention to a few illustrations of the thesis: exico is

not one, but many countries; within its borders are number of widely

disparate groups, differing in race, traditions, language, customs, and

habits of thought.

The vlronmental Basis

First, Cons ider the physical and geographical basis and back-.

ound of [exican life.. }[o matter to what subject ne turns or what as-

pect of life of tha Mexican people one wishes to study, everywhere and

always one must first consider its relations to the omnl-present environ-

mental factor. Crossed and erie-crossed with mountain ranges, drenched

with prfect deluges of rain in some parts and gasping for a drop of water

in others, tropics along the coasts, and peks with never melting snow on

the central plateau, hat and cold, wet and dry, high and low surely

country was. ever blessed or, if you will, cursed with so curious a



melng! of climates and topographies ahoved up together almost within

shoutin distances of each other as this land of the snake an the eale.

I shall, not releat here a systematic description of the well known fea-

tures of the physical aspects of Mexico. (For a detailed description see

Agricultural Studies Series I, N I.) It is sufficient for the purpose

at mply to remind the reader of the great nd sudden variations

which characterize the Mexican landscape. Five minutes contemplation of

good replier mp tells the story more eloquently them hundreds of words%
The siific,ance of the geoiraphical dlversity of Mexico in

relation tO’ the problem of education is twofold. First, the widely dif-

farent conditions of life in the tropics nd in the colder uplands, in

the northern dserts and on the southern nd eastern mountain slopes, hve

through th ages made entirely different demands upon the inhabitants.

Accordingly, there have grgwnup in these various regions institutions,

folvys, habits of life in short, cultures which present as great

vriations as th regions in which they re found. Second, the mountain

rnges hich cross the country in almost ,every direction have uniformly

acted as ’highly effective barriers to social communication. This maus

that to the socially differentiating demands of diverse environmental

conditions is added the culturally solidifying orce of isolation, The

end reshlt is that to this dsy throughout the length and breadth of Mexi-

co are ifound large groups living in "cultural pockets"; almost completely

cut off from amy intercourse with their nighbors, these gro.ups live

But it is not alone the anv!ronment acting either directly or

indirectly which hs produced the cultural heterogeneity which characteizs
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present day exico. There is also he imponderable factor of race. In

the present state of conflicting scientific opinion in this field it is

impossible to say exactly what weight should be given to this factor in

the determination of the cultural coplexlon of any given group, but of

the fact that the diverse racial composition of the Nexcan population

exercises some influence in the direction of cultural differentiation

there is no doubt.

Conventionally, the population of exico is divided into three

classes: ites, Indians, nd Mestizos (i.e., the results of the crosses

betJeen the indigenous races an the whites). Under these head_ngs the

1921 census gves the following figtLres:

Pure indigenous groups (Indians)- 4,19,449 or 29.1
es,tizos 8,504,561 or 59.33%
ites 1,404,718 or 9.80%
Rac___ .nf_ei.ers 246.029 1.

As I have written elsewhere, these statistics are, of course,

only pproximately correct. At best (since: census takers are not physical

authropologists) they serve to indicate only the larger outlines of the

racial composition of the population. The picture is in reality even more

conlex. No one of the three major classes indicated in the above tblm

represents a "pure" Gr homogenous racial stock. The term "whltes",for

exa_le, refers in the min, of course, to the Spanish element in the pop-

ultion. But the aniard, it must be remembered, a hybridization of

all the racial stocks of Europe plus whatever the terms "Moors" nd "Jews"

represent biologically. Again, what the census lists as "pure indigenous’:’

population is made up of at least two mrkedly different racial stocks, in
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turn dlvisd into an undetermined number (probably fifty or more) sub-

types. The mestizos are anything that cannot be put in one of the other

two clases.

Both environmental and racial forces, then, predispose Mexico

o cultural diversity. Ooncretely, what are the results’ of the. out work-

ing of these and other (historical) forces in Iexico?

One of the most easily identifiable indices of cultural differ-

ences is that of lange. If two gToups speak different languages we can

be pretty sure that they will also vary in other elements of their culture,

i.e., in their customs, beliefs and institutions. At the time of the Con-

quest there were scattre over jiexico some hundreds o,f Indian tribes. Lin-

guistically, these tribes can be divided into fourteen families. Such a

division is, however, purely a matter of convenienc for philologists and

oes not mean that members of the sne llngistic family were, able to talk

to one another. Indeed, we know that quite the contrary was the case

that these fourteen familie- were in turn made up of anywhere between fifty

and one hundred separate and distinct dialects.

Now all this would be of interest for historical reasons only were

it not for th fact that many Of these Indian dialectS persist down. to the

_resnt_daY. If the rader will place before him lap IV 1 attached to this

stu&y and entitled "Geographic Distribution of Linguistic ilies and the

Survival of Indigenous Lanages in Mexico", the significance of these lin-

.stic survivals will at onc become clear. The colors on this ma repre-

sent iifferent linguistic families as these families were distribute at about
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the time of the Conquest. Vithin the colored areas are smaller divisions

indicated by letters. It is these latter which show approximately the lo-

cation and the extent to which the various indigenous lar4uages are still

spoken In present d.y Mexico. Different authorities estimte that there

are between ,000,000 and S,O00,O00 Indians now living in Mexico who cau-

not speak a word of the Spanish lange and possibly an eal number who

speak their native tongue by praference. Let us put the mtter conserva-

tively and say that there are ,000,000 individuals who cannot or do not

spea the language common to th country. In other words, roughly one-

fifth of the total population of eico cannot be reached through the or-

dinary channels of ommunication. Thi by itsmlf represents a tremendous

problem; for it is obvious that th spread of ideas, tha transmission of

th group heritages, the creation of a fund of national memories, aspira-

tions nd ideals in a word, education presupposes a unified and effec-

tiv meaus of communication.

But the complet story is not yet told. Even f by some mgc

all the ntive dialects now spoken in exico should disappear tomorrow, the

most important nd difficult aspect of the problem pre.sented by these grs
to the educational anthorities would still remain;, for., as we have already

note g, the lanage of ny given group is only one element in a whole corn-

ple of Cultural traits; these dialec.ts are like red flags announcing the

presence within the body politic of undlgested "cultural iiumps’ congeries

of alien habits, customs, and institutions, ge,r is the real problem ef

education in Meico: how shall thas forei substances be modified, broke

up, and assimilated into a larger national culture?
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Cul rural_ Divers ity

Mexico is culturally heterogenous in two closely related ways.

First, there are numerous, isolated groups differing one from the other

which have maintained intact a relatively primitive way of life. These

groups constitute a large part of the population nd are to be found scat-

tered throughout the rural areas of the country. Second, within those

groups which hve come more or less in contact with each other and which

hve been more or less subjected to the influences of modern civilization

there still persist a number of indigenous cultural elements. In other

words, the small pueblos and the cities (and this is true even of the City

of exic0) do not present a culturally homogenous picture. Wha the so-

ciologlsts call "cultural lag" is very marked and a very appreciable number

of prinitive indigenous beliefs, practices, attitudes, and customs exist

side by side with the superimposed cultural elements of modern industrial

civilization.

A few cse studies of wht for convenience we have identified as

these two tes of cultural heterogeneity my help to make my meaning a

little clearer.

On ap N labeled, "thnographic Ip of exico-198", are in-

dicated by numbers and colors the various indigenous cultures existing in

prese.nt dy Mexico. Some of these cultures have been modified by contact

with Spanish colonial civilization (especially through the agency of the

Catholic 0hutch) and by the more recently introduced modern industrial cvi-

lization; others, located in more inaccessible and isolated regions, have

been maintained practically unchanged. As an illustration of one of the



relatively unconinatel groups w my tae the followin lescription

of .the.rinc!l aspects of the life of the Trre who live in the

north-ste portion of lexio (coleredlee-o.
"e Terahea re divid into nerous tribeS, scattere

throughout the mountain range which bers their name. Ech tribe takes

the name of the place where they llve and this place, n turn, has derived

its name from some striking characteristic which it presents, Thus, the

Basihuarichis are those Indians who llve near a hill which is girt by a

wide belt (faja) of yellowish-white color.

"The Tarahumares present among themselves both physicsl aud so-

cial differences, but there do exist, nevertheless, bonds of fraternity.

One. can s at timea tall men, well built a brunette type with perfect

features, revealing dignity in their bearing but there are other types

marked by coarse features, medium stature and very drk skin.

’.’All of thin-men living in this region re remarkable runners

(their manner of hunting and catching deer is to tir them out.by rtmning

them dovm). They are skilled as well in jumping. They climb trees with

grst facility, scal cliffs and crags of the mountains and seemimmtme

to fatIge.

"Some llv in caves; others live in nothing more Shau "pens"

(julas) mds of flt stones piled to the height of approximately meter

and a hIf and enclosing an rea of some four squre meters. Always in

the center of this "pen" there is a fire and around it gathers th family

and their friends: there they cook, there they sleep, and there they sicken

and ie.
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"For clothing, the men usually war a drab colored blanket

loosely wrapped around their bodies. They also hve a’ breech cloth

which passes between the legs and is secured by a "faja" or belt which

tightly encircles the waist. The head is tied in a cloth and, though

they hve sandals for the feet, they usually carry them in their hands

or under the arm. The women’s clothes are somewhat better for they wear

skirts and a voluminous chemise mde of unbleached cotton cloth. The

head is left uncovered.

"They live upon corn, beaus, peas, lizards, snakes, birds and

whatever grubs they can find. The heads of cattle or goats are preferred

Dove all other meats for their religious festivals.

"Their lauge is gutteral and soft, showing slight variations

from tribe to tribe.

’arriage requires only the authorization of the lorents of

the couple and what we should call concubinage is for them perfectly moral.

,,Their religion is an incomprehensible mixture of pagan and catho-

li ceremonies. At times there are solerm and mystical rites, where all is

meditation, unction and withdrawal, while at other times there are explo-

sions...of wild joy, manifested by dances and terrible drunken orgies enacted

in front of the catholic images.

"Sacrifices are mad in these religious ceremonies. The ceremony

consists in the killing of three aniris, after which the greater part of

themeat is ground up and stirred into their favorite drink.. .Before the

silent and attentive throng the tribal chief takes a sample of this drink

(called tonar!) and scatters it first to the four corners of the erth and
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then pwr so that God may hve his shre. Next, he and his assist-

ants drink of the mixture and afterwards the. whole populace is allowed

to imbibe without restraint.

"In an hour the cr-emony (which starts in an exIted fashion)

descends to the lowe.st depths. Shouts, quarrels, fights, smothered chil-

dren, burned men, outraged women all this is enacted by the funereal

glow of the red flames of pine torches. The importauce of the festival

is measured by the number of animals killed. Usually it begins with three

aud proceeds in arithmQtical progression up to twelve. By that time thin

apotheosis of religious fervor is reached. People living eight dys dis-

tent often come to participate in thes festivals...

’’All of these tribes .are supe,rstious, Night fills them with

an uncontrollable fear. They are acquainted with the properties of some

curative hrbs anl it is said that in a village near the border of the

State o’f Sinaloa there is a family which knows how to dry and grind

plant which cures rabies.

"0n can pass his life among these pe.ople without eliciting ny

definite information; for if a question ddressed to them is in the af-

firmtive they nswer in the same way, while if it implies a negative an-

swer, a negative mr will be forthcoming. They seldom fulfill their

promises, but never deny that which they hve really done, even though it

be a crime.

"They are distrustful and flee to hide themselves from every

stranger. And to hide is easy for them, for, with their dull blaukets,

bleached by sun and rain to every shade and tone of the earth, rocks and



vegetation, they hve all the defenses of wild animals that seem to melt

into the landscape. Their bearing is serious and their faces as w$1d as

the country in which they live...

"They hve no songs, nor amy method of writing. Their legends

are nothing more thau cruel stories drawn from common superstitions

nothing to reveal that in times gone by they were a superior race. But

in spite of all, their eyes show unmistakable intelligence aud with time,

patience and money they can be shown the. wy to a btter life".

In the case of the Maya Indians in the territory of Quintana

Roo we have an illustration of a culture already definitely disintegrat-

ing and degenerating under the influence of certain aspects of modern in-

dustrial exploitation and as resultthe tyranny of the locl ’militar’

chiefs. The following rather nive account of the situation in Quintau

Roo is taken from a report by one of the Federal school inspectors:

"-ny Indians who llve in the-Territory of Quntn Roe

divided into three groups: the first and greatest in number, and for that

reason the most importaut, occupies the central part of the Territory and

recognizes s supreme chief, General Francisco sy. The capital of this

roup is Snt Cruz de Bravo. The second in imporltnc is established in

the norrn part of the Territory. This tribe recognize the supreme au-

thority of a different general, Juan Bautista Vga, nd has for its capi-

tal Snta Oruz Chump6n. The third nd smallest group occupies the south-

eastern prt of the region,recognizingas chief General Queich, who hs

established his capital in the village of Icaich.

"ith the exception of the last named nucleus, these Indians are



completely autonomous and outside of the Territorial (Federal) juris-

diction,-a condition made possible by th* immense forests and the lack

any means of communiction. Nevertheless, in the last, few years, due

to the great development of the commercial exploitation of chicle,, the

natives hve had a certain amount of contact with the chicle Workers, for

sason of seven months each year. These workers, however, being them-

elves without "culture", hve added nothing to the’ life of the native.

Nor have. the chicle contractors or foremen tried in auy way to rise, the

level of the natives.. Fear of competition and the lnowledge that if the

Indians were"enlightened" they would put a stop to the abuses and odious

innoralities which organized capital has established have: led the con-

tractors to maintain the status quo,

"The aya Indians lead a miserable lif Vth zeither aspire-

tions nor ideals, they vegetate as did their ancestors, eattered through

forests they live in nomsdic groups numbering from 80 to 160. Their

houses are mde of palms thatched over a framework of wood, and ars, built

in groups or hidden alone in the forests. The astonishing fertility of

the soil givss to the villages a picturesque aspect. Bnana trees, the

zaote plum and other fruit trees grow in abundance. Their diet is poor-

ly balanced and insufficient. For the most part it consists of a drink

called which is a kind of a dough diluted with water, a plant called

.CY, bananas and, from time to time, pork or deer meat. So gre,at is the

indolencs of these peoples that they do not even raise domestic fowls. For

this reason in the Indian villages a hen brings a price of eight or’ nine

pesos and eggs sell thre or four for one peso. Nor is hospitality own



to them., They receive travellers with great mistrust and n.variably

deny ithe food or drink. There are only two of the indigenous eolonles

in which a visitor can obtain what ha needs and they are Santa Cruz

Bravo and Petacab. These places are situated on the road which one is

forced to travel when going to or from Yucatan. But avon in these vil-

lages one must have an understanding with General lay or Lieutenaut Poor.

"The tribes are subject to a military regime, of the chiefs

above mentioned and the authority of these men is repre,sented in each

village by a Cptain, Lieutenant or Sergeant. For civil authority there

ls an Indlan who judges and sentences delinquents, native-or foreign.

These sentences generally re executed by whipping. The number of lashes

given vri.s from one to four arrobas (25 lashes constitute one arroba)

according to the degree of gu11. Despt the. prohlbitlons of the gov-

e.rnment of the Territory, to this day it has been impossible to suppress

this barbarous, form of punishment.

’In their religion, the Indians practice fetiehism, animism

and other superstitions In Santa Cruz their priests ~-lly

ceremonies before th tribal god, an idol made of wood, General y built

and inaugurated in January of this year a temple for the cult of fetishism."

One could go on quoting illustration after illustration of the

varied wys of life to be found in the mauy relatively isolated comm.uni-

ties scattered throughout {exico. The wo cases here cited are not unusual>

but it must not be thought that the level of existence is quite so primi-

tive in all prts of the country. On th *entrary, certain groups, l-

though their customs and institutions ar mrkedly different from those



which characterize what we are pleased to call civilized societies,

sees a culture which is of a high type measured by any_ standrd. In the

little village of Teptlapa in the State of Oaxca, for ex!e, we are

told:"at the end of each year when the city administration is chauged the

outgoing officials are sent to jail for one month in punishment for any

offenses or abuses of the public confidence Which ’by chauce they might

hve committed while in office’. This is the regularcustom in this vii-

lage and every one accepts it s natural and desirable that the retrlng

city administration should spend a month in jail."

In another little village of the same State of Oaxaca (Ylala)

political usa and wont demands that auy individual aspiring to become the.

Alcalde or unicipal President must begin by serving as errand boy for the

whole village. After @ year in this capacity he is then allowd, to become

the village watchmau, then th town clerk, and so on up through the vrious

grades of public service until at the end of nine years he is finally

lectsd to the highst office.

Of the second type of cultural heterogeneity which we hve des-

cribed, that of the survival of primitive beliefs nd customs in irelative-

ly civilized urban communities, illustrations re legion. One living in

Mexico City need not go out of his own hous to find them. For examle,.

fw weeks ago the writer’s wif contracted a mild cas! idfi la grippe. The

cook ( pure booded Indian), upon hering of this, immsdlately volunteered

to treat the cas. hTothing loathe, the lady of the house was straightway

subjected to the following procedure: first, on each.sid of her head was
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pasted a little green leaf (called ch__icadores); next ’a bit of bed lemon

peeling was rubbed on the soles of the feet, in the joints of the kne-es

and elbows, and on the palms of the hnds; finally she was forced to drink

a hot concoction consisting of a mixture of lemon juice, cognac, and cer-

rain herbs. The student of nthropology will immediately recognize the

first two steps of this treatment as variation of magical princips fa-

miliar in mny parts of the world. The decorations on the side of the head

were (as the maid admitted upon being questioned) 0 rd off the

(evll eye); the rubbing with the lemon peel was designed to draw out the

pain (evil splrlt).

To Whate,er aspect of life one may turn, one encotmters (es-

pocially among the lower classes) evidences of the survival of beliefs and

customs of imilar import to the "cure" just described.. The corn for Mexi-

co’s bread (.tortilla) is still ground by hnd on the primitive stone

tate. The rituals which accompany the making of drink mde

from the cactus plant) go back in a direct line to Aztec dys. Even some

of the articles of clothing, as one my see by studying the, aucient codices,

have suffered only slight chauges since prs-conqusst times. And so it goes

"in Mexico we deal...wi th msy epochs, i th many stages of bureau progress."

Edu.._,a._t.i.. on, .a.n,...d the.,. St.,,aBdard o.f.Livin

As X have Iready pointed out, the problem of education in Mexico

is not only to give the people common cultural heritage, but also, nd of

no less importance, it is a problem of how to raise the standard of living.

Throughout the rural areas of the country (and bout 51per icent, of the



population may be classed as rural) the overwhelming majority of the peo-

pie live i a manner which c.an only be faintly suggested by the economlst’s

phrase "minimum of subsistence". Although this unhappy situation is in part

to be accounted for on the basis of political, economic, and historical

factors, there seems to be little doubt that at bottom it is simply a ques-

tion of ignorance. It is unnecessary to cite fies and cases to prove this

point. Anyone who has traveled in Mexico beyond th environsof the capi-

tal can testify to the trut of the statement thatign0rance is the high

wall which shuts the Mexican peasant away from a better and a happier meem

life. They remain in poverty and ill-health, largely because they sim-

ply do not know how to improve their condition. They need to be taught how

to till their lands, how to care for their physical Wellbeing, and how to

utilize the natural resources of the country side. They need to be, taught

how to cook their food, how to make their clothes, how to build their houses.

In short, they need to be taught mode.m% methods of living.

So far the problem., Vnt has modern Mexico been doing to solve

this problem6 9

The answer to this question has already b0n given n etail in

the educational studies which we,re referred to at the beginning of this

article and in this place it will b, unnecessary to do more than recall

the broad outlines of the program which is now being followed.

Thgprogram of Rural Education

The major emphasis im the post-revolutionary activities of the

Mexican federal government has been placed upon rural education. The back-



bone.0f t’he whole system is the one-teacher rural school. According to

the, latest statistics there are now scattered over exico more thn 4.,000

of these schools with an enrollment of some 200,000 students. In addi-

tion, there are about 6,000 state, supported rural schools with an enroll-

mt of aromd. 400,000. Teachers for the rx’al schools are being trained

n nine federal normal schools. A more specialized te of education s

given in the six federal agricultural schools. Finally, a most mportant

part of the rural education machinery is the -Oultura ission" There

are now seven of these missions which move about the country and hold

institutes for the rural teachers In all of these educational institu-

tion the princi& of acci6n is in force. This means that emphasis is

placed upon active, functional, and vocational procedures design6l to gve

the student a, highly practical type of training.

Taken together the above mentioned agencies form what is now the

"going concern" of rural educ.ation in Mexico. This whole system (built

from the ground up in less than seven years) has been worked out lrgly
.i

on pragmatic lines, The need hs bean so gret, there has been little time

or disposition for experimentation or theorizing. Using the mterials which

were at hnd nd adopting those methods which seemed 0 work,th authori-

ties hve done the best they could with the limited funds.t their disposal.

And, it must be sail _that the whole effort has been remsrkably effective.

Gratifying results are already apparent; the social wreckage of ten years

of revolution is gradually be.ing cleaned up and the way being opened for

a new and fuller life for the hitherto neglected rural msses.

Successes.. and. Failures of .the Pres.en,t ,System

In the last few years, then, 1exico has grappled n]ightily with
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the forces of inorauce and darkness. All along the line adwnces have

been made:; here and there the territory of the enemy has been invaded and

conquered. But, as the educational leaders themselves clearly recognize,

the ba%.le is not yet won. in one sense, to be sure, it can never

won for the campaigns of education must be ever waged anew with each gen-

eration. gexico now hs 1,ll,O05 of its children in School, but there

are still 1,66,7G9 children with no school to go to. lexico has thou-

sands of adults in night schools, but more than 60 per cent. of the popu-

lation is still illiterate, lexico now has 4,000 federal and 6,000 state

supported rural schools, but only a small percentage of these are proper-

ly euipped or hve adequately traine teachers.

The most and. the least ttt can be said is ttt lIex:i.co ts scaled

the frst heights and taken the frst line of defenses i Its fght towards

the light, gow as the, a’nin’strat!on of President Calles dx’aws to

end, there is disposition to rest a moment for a brething spell, to

take stock of what hs been accomplSshed and on the basis, of the past sev-

en years’ experience to prepare for new advances. From the spoken and

written words of the educational leaders one gathers ht ths stock tak-

has revealed certain wealqesses in the present system and method of

attack and .to a consideration of these weaknesses we may’now address onr-

selves.

In the first place, it has been discovered that a highly cen-

tralized system has of ncesslty carried alon with t a staudardzed pro-

Nram. For the most prt this program has fitted into.,,,h needs of the

various rural areas fairly well. In many region.s, however, especially in

those relatively isolated districts where the primitive cultures hve been



mIntaned more or less intact, the program not only does not fit but

in some cases has worked positive harm. As the fed.ral inspector of rural

schools in the State of Chihuahua put the matter in one of his reports,

the program of the rural schools has been designedl for the mestizos

whose mentality is entirely different from tt of the Indian, .and this,

together with the lack of knowledge of the Indian’s language, has mads it

extremely difficult for the rural teachers in this region to make a suc-

cess of their schools."

In a recent address the Acting Sscz’atary of Education, Professor

oses Sgenz, has pinted out very clearly the failure of some of the ru-

ral schools to take into account th nature of the reality with which they

must del and the necessity of flexibility in their program.

"The school of acc{, said ProfessorSenz, "represents one of

the most important contributions to our educational system. It is true

that mt ll Of the schools are of this tpe, but each one. is striving

toward this goal. Th philosophy is a new one and has,therefore, the en-

thusiass and exhuberances of youth; but it Iso has all of its exggera-

tions. e must be careful not to let this new idea lead us to mere dis-

order; a certain amount of control nd system is always necessary. .At

the same time, it must be pointed out on the other hnd that much yet re-

mains to bs done in the vy of [e-formalizing our schools..,There are still

too many teachers being turned out by our normal schools who are convinced

of the infallibility of their little me,hods and systems. Often the in-

fluence of this type of techer is more hrmful thn good...

"The problem of cultural integration (which is the problem of
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education in every country) in exico, because of the urgency of its so-

lutlon and because of the nature of the social forces v@x!chwe must in-

tegrate, presents certain special aspects. We are trying to accomplish

in one generation wht other nations have ta/en centuries to achieve.

A times our nationalism has been rather violent; but tereis a reason

for this. The time is short and our culture is being menaced by outside

forces. There are in Mexico cultural traditions which the school neither

can nor ought to &isregard...It would be foolish to disregard them and

more foolish not to make use of them. To conserve the valuable elements

in the indigenous cultures and to combine them with the new concepts and

the new customs of modern civilization, is the most important task which
6

confronts the exican educator." /

The clear implication of these words of Professor Senz is that

neither the rural schools nor the normal schools as at preSent constituted

have been entirely successful in meeting the needs of those communities

which because of their difference in "mentality", language and customs

from each other and from the rest of the country, require special types

of educational treatment. Apparently, these very interesting agencies

the ’Cultual lissions", are also subject to something of the same type

of criticism. In reviewing the work of the Cultural Iissions, Dr. Puig

Oasauranc, former Secretary of Education, has pointed out in a recent

publication that, although the Missions have worked very well as teacher

training agencies, they hve more or less failed in their intentiou to

act as instrumentalities for improving au& raising the. level of life of

the rural communit.ies. And this for at least three reasons: First, the

Missions have gone into the various communities without adequate knowledge



of the geographic, economic and social background of the region; second,

the leriod of 21 days in each conmunity has proved to be wholly inadequate

for effect-ing any real changes or of making any lasting improvements in

the life of the people; and, third, often the personnel of the Missions

hs not been adequately trained for the job.

Restatement of the.. Problem

With these criticisms be,fore us we are now in a position to

srze and restate the problem of education in Mexco as t now stands,

Briefly the situation is something like this:

Whereas, for various reasons exico is not Outurally homogenous;

whereas there ar a number of groups which differ one from another and from

the rst of the country in language,, customs, belie:ad nstltutions;

whereas, the rural schools and other education.l agencla’s which have ben

developed in recent years have proved satisfactory for some: (relatively

civilized) parts of the country, in other parts th problems presented have

greater or less degrees; and, whereas, the. cultures O:f y of these afore-

mentioned groups, already being subjected to the dlsint.gratng effects of

haphazard nd chance conta.cts with alien social forces, are eminently werth

preserving Therefore, it is urgently n.cessary and highly important that

soma new attack be lamschet that some new method be devised, for a more

efective realzatlon of Nexico’s new educational ideals.

Specifically the matter comes own to ths: in those regions where

the present educational institutions hve failed there is a need for some

new type. of agency to deal with the situation a type: of agency, be it

said, which will act only on the basis of an intimate owledge of the life



of the people, acquired through careful study of their whole culture. Such an

institution as this would obviously function in two wys; first,, it would

solve the problem of how to deal with the culturally disparate, group; and. sec-

ond, it would build up a body of experience and knowledge which would be a foun-

dation ,for all future educational planning in exico. It would be at once, a nov-

el and effective instrument of education in its om right, and it would furnish

the basis for inroving and strengthening the agencies already in existence.

Missions

Now, interestingly enough, in the last few months the Ministry of Edu-

cation has been experimenting with an institution Of just the type indicated in

the foregoing paragraph. This new institution is called^Mision lermnente (Per-

manent Mission). As the name suggests, it is an outgrowth of the older type of

lisi.o.n..elural. v!ajera (i.e., tg "Movae Cultural Iission" described in my

Educational Studies, Series I. I 3).

The idea of a special typ of organization for the study stud solution

of the varied social, economic and educational problms presented by the differ-

ent enviroental and cultural regions of Mexico is not new. As early as 1919,

for example, Nauuel Gamio, the well known exican anthropologist, and his asso-

cites not only developed the ide in some detailbut in the three volume report

of their work in the Valley of Teotihuacau clearly demonstrated what could actu-

ally be d0ne in one region. The program outlined by Gamio in the, introduction to

this report was as follows:

"T. extent of our territory does not offer the usual conditions, geo-

graphically, biologically nd climatically, which in other countries have large-

ly contributed to the formation of populations which, ethnically, culturally and

lingAistically are homogeneous. On the contrary mny nd distinct local condl-

tions have greatly influenced the dissimilarity of the Mexican population.



"in fact our population is not homogeneous. It is heterogene-

ous. ne different groups which constitute it differ in their historic

antecedents and racial characteristics, in the mnifestatlons of their

terial and intellectual culture and in the expression of their ideas by

means of numerous lamguages and dialects.

short, we are justified in asserting that the population of

exico is a conglomeration of little known regional groups. They differ

among themselves acording to the divergence of their present innate, chrac-

teristics; of ths geographical, climatic, botanical and zoological condi-

tions of the regions inhabited by each of these groups and according tO

their racial, cultural an& linguistic antecedents.

’In view of the. above facets, this Delrtment hs found it con-

venlent to concern itself with the following pointS:

"lst. Gradual acquisition of knowledge referring to racial charc-

teristica, to manifestations of mterial and intelletul culture, to lan-

guages and dalects, to the conomic situation, to th anvlronmental and

biologicl conditions of regional populations of the present and of thin

past in Mexico. 2rid. Investigation of what rsally practical and adequate

means should be employed by offlcil bodies (federal, local and municipal)

as wellas private institutions (scientific, altruistic or vorkmen’s asso-

ciations; the press, masonic lodges, the church, etC., etc.), in order ef-

fectively to stimulate the physical, intellectual, moral and economic de-

velopment of the people. 3rd. The stimultion of the racil approximation,

the cultural fusion, linguistic unification and the economic equilibrium of

our vrlous groups, Which only in this manner will ever form part of a



coherent and definite nationality as well as of a true fatherland."

As it is imp.ossible to begin at once the study of all the re-

gional populations throughout the republic of lexico, it was resolved

to select the principal areas inhabited by rpresentative social groups.

For this purpose a classification of geographic zones was made in which

the typc,l regions of nvestigation are. fixed as follews:

Ixico, Hidalgo, Puebla and Tlaxcala.
Veracruz and Tamaulipas .
Oaxaca and Guerrero
Chiapas
Tabasco and Campeche
Yuc-at/u and Quintana Roo
Jalisco and Michoacn
Quertaro and Guanajuato
Chihuahua and Coahuila
Sonora and Sinaloa
Baja California

These zones comprise the various psical, climatic and blolo-

gical aspects of the national territory, and include the various histori-

cal, racial, cultural, e,conomical, and linguistical characteristics of the

entire population of exico."

Gamio, however, for various reasons, was not able to carry out

his program beyond the first ste, and for a number of years nothing fur-

ther as atterted in this lin.

In the latter part of 1927 Dr. Puig Casauranc became interested

in the matter of regional studies and appointed a commission to report on

the subject. After some months this connission drew up a plan for what

they calle ’Permanent Cultural Missions’. The essential elements in this

plan are set forth by Dr. Puig Casaur-anc as follows:

"Various departments of the government (including Agriculture,

Industry, and Health) have been engaged in educational extension work of

one type or another looking to the ir.eprovement of life in rural communities
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of exico. In order that this work shall be efficient nd effective in

the highest degree it is ne.cessary that the present scattered and unco-

ordinated offorts be dranq together in an integxated and directed progrsml.

Only by concentrating and organizing, our attempts to improve the social and

economic conditions of the rural connunities can we obtain the best results..,

’The conmission which has been charged with the s:.tud- of this

problem is dfinitely of the opinion that, although the. task of the

nomic rehabilitation and the social reorganization of ths rural population.

of -Mexico lies outside of the scope of the rural school as such, this fct

does not by any msaus relieve the educational authorities of responsibility

in the matter. Our general philosophy of rural education, the future growth

and eveopment of the rural school itself, and the gneral progress of th

nation dma.d, that we --mter this largar field, of social reconstaction.

"The commission is furth,r aei that this work should tale the

form of a sries of concrete demonstrations involving the implantation

development of functioning institutions in the rural communities. And Wth

this as a basis it has decided that the following program shall be developed

by the Permnnt issions’ in each of the Cormmunities selected for experi-

mentation:

"l. .Industrial Activit$es: Study of the existing industries;

study of th, natural products of the region; study of the means of co.ununi-

c.tion; study of the rkets; study of the economic necessities of the-., area;

sugg.stions 8nd ssistance in establishing industries appropriate to the

rgion.

"’2. ri_.__u!_t.al:__o..ig...t__i_e_s: Survey and study of the kinds of

products (oo-ricultural nd forest) pproprite to the region; organization of
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agricultural eloitation; organization of agricultural labor; development

of agrlcultural credit.

t,S. Soi. Activities: Improvement of home life in its mter!al,

social and moral aspects; study and improvement of social customs; study of

diet and food survey of educational conditions; investiga,tion of the di-

vision of labor, child labor, and home industries.

"4. Health Activities: Devslopmsnt of a general program of rural

hrgena based on a study of th condtlons and needs of the, community; prO-

phylaxis ainst inte,stina diseases, tuberculosis, venereal diseases,

sml! pox, etc.! canlpai against mosquitoes and flies; education in child

care.

"This, in general, represents the plan of ac.,tion. Ech Mission

will consist of : a social worker, a aoctor (wt special .training in puble

health), an agronomist, a visiting nurse, and an expert in ues nduSria.s

(small industries). For the year 1928 lission will be established in

each of the following regions:

"I. Xo...0.yucn (State of Tlaxcala): The popultlon in this region

is purely indigenous (Inian). The ission will make its base at the Federal

Normal school locte at San Diego Xocoyucan and will !inCiUde in the area of

its operations the some fifteen communities lying within radius of six

kilometers from this center. It is estimate that the lission will be able to

reach about 8,550 adult s.

"2. Oon de Hua,uco (State of Nuevo Leon) The Mission will estab-

lish its base at Villa de Santiago, and should be able to reach a population

of some 20,000 (of whom approximately 76 per cent. are illiterate). This

region should,furnish interesting comparisons With the others which hve been
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selected, for practically all of the inhabitants are mestizos. Pu!que

is uuknown here; the land is divide& up into very small farms and

peonage is practically unknown. Notwithstanding these facts the social

and economic conditions leave much to be dsire&.

". zactln(State.._f Publa) In this mountainous region

of Puebla there are approximately 6,00 peasanta. The social organiza-

tion is typical; the population is pure, Indian ;I there is almost a corn-

plete igmorance, of Spanish; property is well divided, but the general

level of life is very low.

"4. an.t.el_(Stte. 0f Mo...rls): Ths s a region of ejidtrio

(i.e., where te property is held commun1ually). The population of the-

arnumbers about 7,000; wages are very low and there is almost a corn-

plete lack of work; _community badly organized; great need of economic

rehabilitation.

"5. MgXg (State of. Hida!g0,): The -[ission in this region will

make its base at the Federal Agricultural School. The race in this area

is purely indigenous (Q; economic conditions bd.

"Tha highest hopes are entertained for the success of this

experiment. It is believe& that the: ’Permanent ,Missions’ will not only

Splement and complete the work of the rural schools and of the. ’Moveable
Cultural Missions’, but that they will hstn the improvement of the

rural adult population. The fi ’Penent Nissions’ which

ned to put into the field this year will be able to reach no less thau

50,000 individuals. If their work is successful, aud. if in the future

we cn multiply the number of these Missions, there is every reason for

us to look forward to the early incorporation of Mexico’s rurl masses
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into the civilize life of the nation."

Unfortunately, for lck of funs ani for other reasons, the

Deprtment of Education has been ble to put into the field this year

only two Missions. The results which hve ben obtained from these

two Missions, however, hve been highly gratifying. Both in the in,or-

marion which they have been ble to gther and in the ctul changes

which they have wrought in the life. of the people, they have more thau

fulfilled the hopes of their founders. In the opinion of the; writer,, the

"Permanent Missions" represent new and vlable contribution toward

the solution of Mexico’s peculiar and oftimes baffling educatiol

problems,- The {issions re, to be sure, experiments. But they are ex-

periments in the right direction and they deserve to be tested out trader

the most favorable conditions. Unusual problems idemnd unusual measures

for their solution. Meico may never become &unifie and integrated

nation,but no one will event be ble o say that she filed to chieve

this goal because of a lack of original and courageous ideas.
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